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Managing Strategic Change

Abstract
The essay - Managing Strategic Change – by K. Michael Haywood, Associate Professor, School of Hotel and
Food Administration, University of Guelph, is initially characterized by Haywood as: “The ability to manage
strategic change is critical for hospitality industry executives today. Executives must be capable of creating a
vision of the future and implementing its direction. The author gives avenues for that management process.”

“The effective management of strategic change is the major challenge confronting hospitality executives,” says
Associate Professor Haywood. “Responding to a rapidly changing business environment and constantly
evolving competitive threats and opportunities requires executives who can anticipate and plan for change.”

According to Professor Haywood, the management of strategic change is a future imperative for hospitality
executives. Implementing those changes will be even more difficult. “Survival and growth for many hospitality
firms during the next decade will depend on the development of new strategic visions which can provide
significant competitive advantages,” he says. “Strategies for managing costs and technology will be central to
this task,” Haywood expands the thought.

Haywood suggests two primary types of change hospitality executives should be aware of. First, is change that
is anticipated, anticipatory change. Second, is the other more crucial type of change, strategic change in the
face of crisis, or simply stated, reactive change. Professor Haywood describes the distinction between the two.

In describing the approach that should be implemented in responding to an anticipatory change, Haywood
says, “If time permits, and change is to be introduced gradually, pilots and trials should be run to assess the
impact of the new strategy on the organization. These trials are used to create pockets of commitment
throughout the corporation, build comfort levels with the new approach, and neutralize or win over potential
opposition.”

There are the obvious advantages to using an approach like the one described above, but there are
disadvantages as well. Haywood discusses both.

In addressing reactive change, Haywood offers that the process is a more - time is of the essence – condition,
and that strong leadership and a firm hand on employee control is imperative. “Personal leadership, tough-
mindedness, the willingness to ruthlessly abandon the familiar and the past, and the use of informal strategic
levers are the hallmarks of sterling executive performance in such periods,” he says.

“All these changes involve substantial technical, financial, and human risks,” Haywood wants you to know. “In
order to make them, and still remain competitive, hospitality and travel-related corporations require
executives capable of creating a vision of the future, able to sell that vision to their employees, and tough-
minded enough to implement strategies to make the vision a reality.”
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Managing Strategic Change 

by 
K. Michael Haywood 
Associate Professor 

School of Hotel and Food Administration 
University of Guelph 

The ability to manage strategic change is critical for hospitality industry 
executives today. Executives must be capable of creating a vision of the 
future and implementing its direction. The author gives avenues for that 
management process. 

The management of strategic change will be a vital task for 
hospitality executives in the years ahead. Formulating new strategies 
to cope with change is one thing, but implementing them is more 
difficult. 

There are many changes now taking place in the domestic and 
international environments. Executives must comprehend the tangle 
of complex politicaVeconomic policies, new competitive forces, and 
innovative technologies a t  work. For example, deregulation is resulting 
in a restructuring of the airline industry. Blurring of markets in the 
lodgmg sedor is shaping the strategies of hotels, motels, and resort 
companies. Now competitors from Europe and the Far East are inten- 
slfj?ng the competitive battle, and new information technologies are 
revolutionizing front and back office operations. In response to these 
challenges, a variety of approaches to strategic change are possible.' 
These take executives into new and unfamiliar domains: 

Companies that have grown by developing an innovative 
family of concepts, such as Grand Metropolitan, one of Bri- 
tain's largest and most diversified companies, and, more 
recently, companies like Marriott and Holiday Inn, are hav- 
ing to become more cost-effective or move into new market 
niches as their original conceptdproperties matui-e. Single 
concept companies, such as Four Seasons Hotels and many 
of the major food service corporations, are being forced either 
to adapt strategies aimed at  capturing more added value, 
or to diversify into new, and possibly unrelated, businesses 
or both. 

All these changes involve substantial technical, financial, and 
human risks. In order to make them, and still remain competitive, 
hospitality and travel-related corporations require executives capable 
of creating a vision of the future, able to sell that vision to their 
employees, and tough-minded enough to implement strategies to make 
the vision a reality 
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Vision Is Not Enough 
Bringing about strategic change requires that new objectives and 

a new direction be implemented. Senior executives, with or without 
the aid of outside consultants and lower-level employees, can put 
together new strategies for the corporation and its major functions. 
The fashionable term for this process is "visioning," and many chief 
executive officers now have visions of what they want their corporation 
to be in five or 10 years. 

Implementing the vision is far more difficult. Many employees 
are becoming cynical and frustrated with the contrast between their 
chief executive's rosy statements about the future and the reality in 
which most of them find themselves. The president of one lodging 
company formulated and broadly disseminated his vision for the firm 
for the year 2000. To his employees, wrapped up in the challenges of 
staying marginally profitable and keeping their jobs, his dreams 
caused confusion and cynicism throughout the corporation. Not only 
was there no strategic road map of how to get there, but his immediate 
subordinates lacked the commitment. 

In contrast, when Juergen Bartels took over as president of 
Carlson Hospitality Group in 1983, he had a vision; he saw Radisson 
among the top 10 chains in the United States and among the top 15 
in the world within 24 months. In his first year, Bartels communicated 
his desire to win big, along with his desire to be number one in quality 
in each market and segment they served. He saw size and quality 
together making victory. This could only be accomplished if the Radis- 
son team in every property could accomplish thousands of little vic- 
tories every day: victories in marketing, victories in cost control, and 
victories in the loyalty of their customers. He ensured that a strategic 
plan was in place that detailed every area of operations: franchising, 
product concept, development, marketing, training technology, pur- 
chasing. Nothing was leR to chance, not even a plan for implementa- 
tion. 

A vision of the future, shared by all employees, is a strength for 
any corporation. But new strategies can be threatening for employees 
who many perceive loss of power, or even loss of employment. Lots of 
doubts and questions have to be anticipated during the initiation of 
strategic change. There is also the real danger that senior manage- 
ment will get out of touch with the rest of the corporation and the 
vision will become a nightmare for all concerned. 

Strategic Change Can Be Successfully Initiated 
Strategic change occurs in either crisislreactive or anticipatory 

 situation^.^ Crisis or reactive situations are usually brought about by 
sudden, unforeseen shifts in the business environment, or radical 
changes in competition. Anticipatory situations occur when executives 
are able to forecast changes and prepare the organization approp- 
riately. 

There are six steps for implementing strategic change: establish 
clear objectives, capable of demonstrating near-term results; develop 
an effedive change process; ensure top management support and 
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continuing involvement in the process; manage subordinate expecta- 
tions and motivations; remove operational barriers and be prepared 
to kill "samd cows;" and reward success. 

No matter what precipitates strategic change, the characteristics 
of the initiation stage are similar, although the length of time spent 
in this stage may differ: develop a structured process, remove fears 
of change, anticipate lots of doubts and questions, accept that it could 
be a time-consuming process, build awareness of the need for change, 
change attitudes and build commitment, and identlfj. potential prob- 
lems, issues, and roadblocks. For example, in a crisis situation, aware- 
ness of the need for change and subsequent commitment to a new 
direction may occur within days. When the need for a change in 
strategy is perceived by only a few people, however, several years may 
pass before the new strategy is fully implemented. As indicated in 
F'igure 1, initiating strategic change is a continuous activity that 
comprises three maor components: 

substantive actions aimed at clanfylng and developing the 
new strategic direction 

organizational changes aimed at building support and com- 
mitment 

executive actions intended to create a climate of acceptance 
for the new direction. 

All three are essential if effective change is to come about. 

Figure 1 
Initiating Strategic Change 

Substantive actions: 

Organizational change: 

Executive action: 

discussion 
I 
4 

1  ont ti nu all^ promote the new direction @ I 
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Studies and experiments are necessary to arnpl* understanding 
of the need for change, to build awareness, and to legitimize view- 
points. In anticipating change, these activities can be used to clanfy 
and develop the new strategic direction. In crisis or reactive situations, 
though, modifications are likely to occur during full-scale implemen- 
tation. 

If time permits, and change is to be introduced gradually, pilots 
and trials should be run to assess the impact of the new strategy on 
the organization. These trials are used to create pockets of comrnit- 
ment throughout the corporation, build comfort levels with the new 
approach, and neutralize or win over potential opposition. In its trans- 
ition to a quality-driven company, Ringer Hut, for example, has 
utilized a variety of quality enhancement mechanisms such as quality 
circles, quality control, and total quality management to gain experi- 
ence and evaluate different appro ache^.^ Trial periods can also be 
used to assess the level of human and financial resources necessary 
to implement the strategy on a full scale. 

One danger in this approach is that substantial opposition to the 
new direction may build and cause the trials to fail, throwing the 
entire strategic thrust into question. This was the case with many 
pilot employee involvement schemes, particularly in the area of quality 
circles, during the last decade. Implemented in only part of a company, 
they often failed to survive the hostility of managers, supervisors, and 
unions that were not involved. 

During a trial period symbolic executive actions, such as executive 
appointments in line with the new direction, sponsorship of studies 
and pilots, and periodic reviews, are fimdamental to building aware- 
ness. Bringing in outsiders who can challenge the prevailing corporate 
thinking is also valuable. Most importantly, however, senior executives 
need to spend time promoting and communicating the new direction, 
although not single-mindedly as to eliminate the incorporation of 
revisions and modifications as they arise. 

Implemention of Strategic Change Differs in Situations 
The way in which strategic change is implemented differs consid- 

erably according to the situation. In crisis situations, change has to 
be managed by direct executive intervention and decision making. 
When change is anticipatory, executives can use the implementation 
mechanisms or "levers": corporate objectives and goals, organization 
structures, communication networks, information systems, policies 
and procedures, and reward and punishment systems. They create a 
corporate climate in which employee commitment to the new direction 
is built, and in which implementation may be made from the bottom 
UP. 

Executives who fail a t  strategic change do so because they do not 
recognize which approach is appropriate nor the key tasks involved 
in each. For example, failure in a crisis situation is often owing to 
senior executives who abdicate responsibility for tough decisions on 
non-performing employees, resource allocations, or "sacred cows" that 
are paralyzing the organization. F'ailure in anticipatory strategic 
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change o h n  results from excessive secrecy about the new direction, 
leading to inertia and lack of commitment throughout the organiza- 
tion. 

The Crisis Approach: Top-Down Management 
Strategic change in crisis or reactive situations is a top-down 

management process in which the willingness to exercise power is 
central." Failure on the grounds that subordinates could not agree on 
a course of action is not an acceptable excuse. Personal leadership, 
tough-mindedness, the willingness to ruthlessly abandon the familiar 
and the past, and the use of informal strategic "levers" are the 
hallmarks of sterling executive performance in such periods. 

Pending insolvency or the rapid erosion of markets by competition 
leaves little time for the initiation steps previously described. In these 
circumstances, strategic change has to be a process directed from the 
top down, often in the face of opposition from and disagreement among 
lower-level executives who have only a partial view of the complete 
strategic situation and who fear the loss of their own power. 

Consensus management is practically impossible under these 
conditions, yet it is vital that dissension or substantive issues within 
top management not paralyze the corporation. One major restaurant 
corporation wasted a year, and lost significant market share, as execu- 
tives fought over the "correct" strategic response. As an employee later 
said, "Anything would have been better than the nothing that came 
out of the executive suite." 

Edwin Land, former Polaroid chairman, stated that during such 
critical periods he would not allow executives to criticize new directions 
or ideas. Other chief executives ensure commitment to a major new 
direction in individual interviews with their executives, offering a 
generous severance package if the subordinate cannot completely sup- 
port the proposed course of action. A f d y  committed executive team 
is the single most important success factor during periods of rapid 
strategic change. 

The commitment of lower-level employees is best gained by direct 
communication between senior executives and the work force. This 
is one time when "management by wandering around" really pays 
off, even though there is a temptation during rapid change for execu- 
tives to remain at the helm in the corporate office. 

An executive who has directed several corporate turnarounds 
says that his major policy in this period is "communicate; communi- 
cate; communicate." Employees who are aware of the challenge facing 
them, and who understand the need for quick, tough decisions, are 
generally quick to accept reality and commit themselves to the new 
direction. 

Long planning sessions are unproductive when rapid strategic 
change is necessary. Instead, having agreed on an overall strategy, 
successful executives prefer to hold frequent meetings throughout the 
olganization. Progress is reviewed and a limited set of actions is 
agreed on for the period immediately ahead. 

In crisis change there is little time to prepare extensive plans, 
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change the organization, or argue alternative courses of action in 
depth. It is time for boldness in action and willingness to take on 
additional business risk for strategic advantage. Obstacles to change 
and "sacred cows" have to be identifled and eliminated through direct 
top management intervention. Some resource misallocations are likely 
in this period, and follow-up to ensure that the cow is really dead is 
usually necessary. 

Existing strategy implementation mechanisms are also major 
barriers to rapid change. Organizational structure may be overly 
hierarchid, lending inflexibility and inertia to decision making. Re- 
source allocation policies and reward systems oRen promote the status 
quo and discourage innovation. 

In such circumstances executives know that radical surgery is 
necessary. Levels of management and supervision have to be elimi- 
nated, and long-established policies and procedures circumvented or 
abandoned. For the short term at  least, personal and informal proce- 
dures are most effective until time can be found to institutionalize 
new structures and policies that support the changed strategy. 

Anticipatory Change: Mobilizivg the Organization 
When it is possible to anticipate and plan for change, the executive 

role becomes one of preparing the organization and creating a climate 
in which the commitment and involvement of many employees can 
be the driving force. The sponsoring of champions of the strategy, the 
use of modifled formal strategic 'levers," and a willingness to persuade 
rather than order supplement demonstrated personal commitment 
as key factors in this type of strategic change. 

In well-prepared anticipatory change, it should be possible to 
carry out many of the initiation activities already described to prepare 
the organization for full loyalty to the new strategy. Trials and pilots 
will have identified new strategic thrusts which can now be followed 
up with major resource allocations. Changes to information systems, 
organization structure, rewards, and corporate culture can be planned 
for and implemented in a staged manner. 

The major threat to the success of this type of strategic change 
is resistance, usually passive, emanating from employees in middle 
management who are unwilling to abandon old approaches or incur 
personal risks associated with moving in a new direction. Put simply, 
nothing happens. 

Usually the success of initiatives taken by the strategy's champi- 
ons encourages others to follow. In addition, pressure to change from 
both above and below influences middle managers, so it is important 
for executives to mobilize the rank and file. To ensure success, however, 
executives must be prepared to deal with managers who, having been 
given a reasonable period for adjustment, demonstrate a total aversion 
to $age.  

During anticipatory change, executives may spend as much time 
in communication sessions listening to the views of employees as in 
promoting the new direction. Feedback from throughout the organiza- 
tion can provide useful information on how well the new strategy is 
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being accepted, as well as ideas for fine tuning. Executive planning 
and review sessions, held at least quarterly, are important in keeping 
implementation on track. 

Continuing top-management support can be demonstrated in a 
variety of ways. The most important is ensuring that strategic pmg- 
rams are adequately resourced. Failure to provide sufIicient support 
for strategic initiatives is a mqjor cause of failure and tardy implemen- 
tation. Executive sponsorships of major strategic thrusts, personal 
recognition of successful innovators, and occasional intervention to 
eliminate mad-blocks are further tangible ways to provide leadership. 

Future Challenge 
Survival and growth for many hospitality firms during the next 

decade will depend on the development of new strategic visions which 
can provide significant competitive advantages. Strategies for manag- 
ing costs and technology will be central to this task. Transforming 
the corporation will, however, be a major additional responsibility for 
executives. 

The effective management of strategic change is the major chal- 
lenge confronting hospitality executives. Responding to a rapidly- 
changing business environment and constantly evolving competitive 
threats and opportunities requires executives who can anticipate and 
plan for change. If the process is managed effectively, strategic visions 
can turn into profitable realities. 
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